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' Abstract

'<$
Simple analytic representations of the neoclassical transport coefficients

for indented flux surfaces are presented. It is shown that a transport co-

efficient for an indented flux surface can be expressed in terms of a linear

combination of the previously known transport coefficients for two nonin-

dented flux surfaces. Numerical calculations based on actual equilibria from

the PBX-M tokamak I indicate that, even for modestly indented flux surfaces,

the ion neoclassical thermal transport can be over a factor of two smaller than

in a circular plasma with the same midplane radius or with the equivalent

area.
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I. Introduction

A bean-shaped flux surface in a tokamak plasma iS characterized by the

existence of a toroidally-inside indentation, creating a local minimum in the

magnetic field strength B at a poloidal angle where a maximum in B would

have been found without indentation. Plasma transport in a bean-shaped

flux surface geometry, can be peculiar in that two maximum-B locations can

exist on a flux surface, and thus two physically separated classes of trapped

particles exist, one located outside and the other located inside toroidally,

with different detrapping collision rates.

For the system described above, the existing simple analytic expressions

for the multi-collisionality neoclassical transport coefficients, such as those

given in Refs. 2, 3, and 4, are not readily applicable, since an underlying o'

assumption of these studies is the existence of ordy one maximum-B location

on any flux surface.

Some studies on extending neoclassical theory beyond that appropriate

for standard non-indented cross-sectional plasmas have been carried out. The

numerical work of Crume et al. s examined the neoclassical fluxes for two

types of shapes, a small aspect ratio, D-shaped plasma, and an indented

plasma. In the first case, the reduction in the poloidal variation of BI on the

outer flux surfaces led to a local reduction in neoclassical fluxes. The authors

concluded from their numerical calculations that, for the PBX-like plasmas,
W

existing analytic theory of neoclassical transport could still be used even
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i with multiple trapped species. An extension of this work was carried out by

Beasley and Hogan, 6 who numerically studied a wider class of plasma shapes

as well as the scaling of the neoclassical fluxes with aspect ratio, beta, and

collisionality. They indicated that differences between neoclassical transport

coefficients between a bean and circle of equivalent midplane radius could be

up to a factor of three for R/a = 2.5.

It is the purpose of this work to develop simple analytic expressions for the

neoclassical transport coefficients which can easily be used for unconventional

shapes such as an indented plasma.

. II. Analytic Formulation

The coordinate system (_b, 0, _) we choose here is defined as follows:_ _b$

and _ represent the usual poloidal flux and toroidal angle, respectively, and

0 is a poloidal angle defined in such a way that

/_. V0 =/_p. v0 = k,

where k is independent of 0 and _. lt can be easily seen that 0 can be

obtained from the relation

,0 k f_' d_p
h B,'

where the integration path is along the poloidal projection of a field line,

" and k is determined from the requirement that 0 is increased by 2_ron one
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poloidal circuit:

f d_pk=2/ (i) .
With this choice of poloidal angle, the flux surface average is simply defined

as

< A >: (2)

Notice here that the present choice of poloidal angle may not allow the field

lines to be straight in (¢, 0, (),space, but this choice is advantageous here

because it allows simpler algebraic description of the problem as can be seen

in the simplified expression for the flux surface average in Eq. (2).

A neoclassical transport coefficient, D, is a flux-surface averaged quantity
i

over local particle or heat flux, F, driven by a corresponding driving force

of unit magnitude. This veloc!ty-in_Legrated local particle or heat flux F

can be a function of local macroscopic quantities like particle density n,

pressure p. plasma flow speed u, and the local magnetic field strength B.

In a tokamak plasma, the inhomogeneity of a macroscopic physical quantity

on a flux surface is caused by the inhomogeneity in B (usually the variation

of n, p, and u on a flux surface is small). Thus the variation of F on a

flux-surface can be simply described as a function of B. We introduce a

geometry factor h = Bo/B, where Bo is a representative value for B on the

flux-surface. Then, D can be writtev, as

D = -_rF(h). ,,

In the banana regime, this D is proportional to the banana factors lij_s given
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in Ref. 2, and in the collisional regime it is proportional to the familiar factor

< h 2- 1/< h -2 >>. Since D for a nonindented flux surface geometry is well

known, we distinguish it by giving a different name Do.

Considering ./3 variation in O, an indented flux-surface is different from an

unindented one in that B has two local minima while a non-bean shaped flux-

surface has a single minima of B in 0. A local minimum in B creates a locally

trapped group of particles, causing the neoclassical banana enhancement of

plasma transport in the weakly collisional case. In an indented geometry, we

have two groups of trapped particles with different physical properties (the

major and minor radii, average gyroradii, and detrapping rates are different).

, Their banana-plateau transitions occur at different collision rates, and their

contribution to transport is different. Using a normalized magnetic moment

_' parameter

,%,=#B0
U2

where _ is the magnetic moment and w is the kinetic energy, the two different

trapped regions are described in Fig. 1 in A'- 8 space.

Since these two groups of trapped particles are physically separated and

have different physical properties, we may divide the poloidal angle domain

into two sub-domains in such a way that B has one minimum in 8 in each of

the sub-domain a and b, with the boundaries defined at the values 8 = +8c

corresponding to the poloidal location of maximum B values:

I

Subdomain a tbr -8c <_8 <_8c ,
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Subdomain b for 0, < 0 < 27r- 0,.

Since our flux-surface-average integration is simply a linear combination of

the contributions from different spatial locations 0, the quantity D can be

written as a linear summation over two subdomains:

D = Da + Dh,

Do = zr-1fo°CdOFa (h ) ,

1lo"Ob = - aoFb(h) ,
7[" e

where the up-down symmetry of the flux-surface is assumed. ,

The difference between Da- or Dh-integration and D0-integration, defined
• ¢

for a nonindented flux-surface, is m that the integration limits in Do are

between 0 and 7r while it is not so for Da and Dh. However, the limits of
i

the 0-integrations in both Da and Db can be easily extended to 0 and zr by

simple transformation of variables; for D_ we need 0' = _r0/0_, and for Db we

need 0' = 7r(0-0_)/(7r-. 0c). Using this transformation, it is trivial to obtain

Oa = _ Do(a) ,
zr

Db - zr - 0_DO(b),
zr

where Do(a) and Do(b) are the transformed integrals:

lo" "_I dO'F,,(h)Do(a)= zr
g
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_0 tr
, 1 dCP (h)Do(b) = zr

"_ We have divided D into two quantities, Do(a) and Do(b), each c_"whi_

shows one maximum h-value in the transformed poloidal angle 8_, which now

extends from 0 ali the way to _r. Thus, the integrals Do(a) and Do(b) are

mathematically indistinguishable from the usual D = Do for a nonindented

flux-surface geometry. Previous formulations of the analytic approxima¢ion

to Do can be applied to obtain simple analytic representations for Do(a) and

Do(b).

The quantity D can then be expressed as

zr m 0c

D= D,,+ Db= 82Po(a)" + Do(b). (3)
a 7r zr

This simple relation provides a general approximate formula.for ali the nev-

classical transport coefficients in a bean shaped tokamak. It means that we

can regard a bean shaped cross-section as a weighted linear combination of

two nonindented cross-sections properly transformed by the relation between

O and 8', with the major radius, minor radius, and B0 separately defined in

each of the two. subdomains (see Fig. 2), and with the weights allocated

according to the 0-widths occupied by each sabdomain.

In applying Eq. (3) to the bean shaped flux surfaces, it is convenient to

define the horizontal inverse-aspect ratios' eo and _b for each subdomain as

follows:

I _a -'= , eb "- .
2P_o 2Pe0
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Here, Ra.,,_= and Rs.ma= are the distances from the major axis to the minimum-

B points in the domain a and b, respectively; P_,, is the distance from v

the major axis to the point 0 = 0c on the flux surface (see Fig. 2); and

R,o = (Ro.m= +/_,,)/2, s=a or b, defines the horizontal center of each

subdomain. Each subdomain has different representative values Bao and B_o

for the magnetic field strength defined at the horizontal centers.

An example is appropriate at this point to demonstrate the actual appfi-

cation of Eq. (3). The ion thermal conductivity in an unindented geometry

can be described bya

12 n_p_ e:/_K_ ,(f32,g_)o = < Do > = - -- •
IV¢ 2 r,

where ni is the ion density, ri is the ion-ion 90°-collision time, pi is the
!

gyroradius at B = Bo, (l/IV_bl)pl defines the poloidal gyroradius psi, and t

K2 is

i/2-? -B_ + HvF . (4)1 + a._v. + b_u. 1 _ c_v..ea/_

Here, v. is the normalized ion banana collision frequency parameter #.i of

Ref. 3 with the inclusion of impurity effect, K_°) = 0.66, as = 1.03, b2 =

• 0.31, c_ = 0.74, and

k_ = [0.66(1 + 1,54a) + (1,88e _/_ - 1.54e)(1 + 3.75a)] ,

a( 1 * 0.60c_)
Ht, = 1 -,-1.33

1 + 1.79o

- '
/

it'
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Bo_ - I+(R_I_)[(I- _)'/_-I]'

' Bo_ I+_( +_)+_ ,%

with a = Z_nt/Z_ni (Z/and Zi are the ,mpurity and main ion charge num-

bers, :rod n l and ni are the impurity and main ion density). The v. depen-

dence is shown explicitly on the left-hand side of Eq. (4) to emphasize the fact

that v. is a function of e. Applying Eq. (3) to this ion thermal conductivity

formula, we have

-- _ ta I_iaz_t °,v,a) + % _,ib_t%,V.b) ,

(5)
4

where the variables < B_o/B 2 >, HF, and F are evaluated with proper identi-

,, fication of a proper representative B0 value (B0 = B,0 o- Bf,0), the horizontal

inverse aspect ratio e=ea or eh, Ro=P_o or P,_, and PJo = dRo/dr=R_o or

R_ in each 0-subdomain. Notice here that pi is transformed into p._aor p_b

due to the change in the reference magnetic field strength,

\ B= = p_-_-B°0 = p_° -P-/ '

The application of Eq. (3) to the ion thermal conductivity has been quite

simple because of the fact that ali the quantities'Ks, < B_/B 2 >, HF, and

F are well represented by the horizontal aspect ratio and P,_ only, which

are independent of the dcta:led shape information of the flux surfaces (such

, as elongation and triangularity). Without this nice feature, the conversion
J

formula, could have been more complicated than the one given by Eq. (5), with
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all tile e_ra shaping information in thr arguments. The shaping information

only came in through the common factor I/!V¢!. This feature is generally

true for ali the neoclassical transport coefficients, and thus the' application

of Eq. (3) to all other transport coefficients is expected to be equally simple

and easy.

III. Numerical Comparison

In order to determine the effect of the two trapping regions on the ion

neoclassical thermal diffusivity', we have used actual experimental equilibria

and profiles from a bean-shaped plasma produced in the PBX-M tokamak

as a basis for a comparison between indented and non-indented shapes. The

equilibrium used was of a (/3t) _- 6.3% discharge with It, = 0.55 MA, Bt = t'

1.1 T, Pins = 4.5 MI4_ Ro ."z 1.64 rn, and a,,,id "" 0.28 rn. Figure 3 shows

the flux surface indentation and 8c as a function of midplane radius vmi.

R,.=.,-_,,, The flux surfaces exhibit noHere, the indentation is defined as R.., ,,,-R,,,,,'

indentation up to r,_id = 10 cvn; beyond this radius, the indentation increases

with r=ia, reaching 0.24 at the plasma surface. This _-alue is slightly less

than the maximum indentation achieved in PBX-M (0.:_8). The value of 8c

is determined from the location off the midplane at which the major radial

component of the magnetic field, .BR, changes sign.
p

Up to now, it has been very difficult to know just how to estimate an-

alytically the ion neoclassical thermal diffu_sivity (or neoclassical resistivity)

_' t15
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• for bean-shaped plasmas. Several approaches can be taken, but most involve

assuming a circular shape for the plasma. For instance, one can approxi-

mate the bean by a "small" circle whose diameter is equal to the bean waist

width, a "big" circle whose diameter is given by Ra,m_ - P_in (see Fig. 2),

or an equivalent area circle whose diameter is given by 2V/_, where A is the

cross-sectional area of each flux surface for the bean-shaped plasma. Figure

4 exhibits the qualitative relationships of these shapes to one another. For

comparison purposes, we will calculate the neoclassical factors for the above

three shapes in addition to the bean.

For the calculation, appropriate choices of major and minor radii, and

normalization factors have to be made. The normalization factor, f,, quanti-

fies the poloidal extent of each subdomain. For instance, for region a, jr, = _

J for region b, f, = _ and for circles .f0= 1 Table I gives the information for,_ ' , .

each of the shapes considered in the calculation. In the _able, Ro is the geo-

metric center of each flux surface, a is the bean waist width, and ra, rb, /_0,

P_0, and a_q have been defined earlier. The big circle approximation was
°

used for the non-indented flux surfaces for the bean case (r_id <_10 eta).

Figure 5 shows the results of the calculation described above. Plotted on

the y-axis are the values of the ion neoclassical factor, f,p_oe]/_K2., calculated

using the minor a ad major radii, ion gyroradius, effective collision frequency,

and normalization factors appropriate for each shape. For the bean, the sum

_. of the ion neoclassical factors in regions a and b is plotted. Several features

can be no_ed in Fig. 5. First of all, for the bean case, the trapping region

J
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(,_-o,)pib% K_, thedominating the value of the neoclassical factor is region a; . _ 1/_

ratio of region b to a neoclassical factors, is only several percent maxinvJm.

Consequently, since region a dominates the bean case, the difference between

the big circle and bean is due only to the difference in normalization factors, 1

versus 0_/rr, and this difference is only 15 to 20%. The differences among the

neoclassical factors of the bean and big circle, and the small and equivalent

area circles is due primarily to the difference in choices for minor and major

radii of each flux surface (i.e., e). As can be seen in tile figure, this can lead

to over a factor of two difference in the neoclassical factors even at modest

indentations.

IV. Summary and Discussion

In this brief report we have shown how the neoclassical transport coeffi-

cients in a bean.shaped geometry can be calculated from standard analytic

expression_ derived for non-indented flux surfaces. This is accomplished by

separating the indented flux surface into two, non-indented regions. The

values computed in this fashion can be over a factor of two less than those

calculated for a circle with similar nfinor and major radius. The reason

for this is the effective reduction in dominaa_t trapping region for the bean

geometry.

This reduction in neoclassical transport may also apply to extremely

D-shaped plasmas such as those produced in DIII-D and JET, and those
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planned _br CIT and Alcator C-MOD. The more D-shaped the plasma is,

the less trapping will occur on the inside. In a true D-shaped plasma, where
xJ

the entire inside Ofthe plasma is at the rna×3mum-B loca; "on, 0c can be taken

to be the first point, off the midplane at which c9B/c30 = 0. Consequently, the

neoclassical _transport coefficient for a D-shaped plasma will be determined

using "region a" parameters, which, a_ _hown in Fig. 5, can result in a sig-

nificant reduction from the value calculated for a circle. A properly treated

transport calculation in a D-shaped plas_la should contain this feature.
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SHAPE MINOR RADIUS MAJOR RADIUS NORMALIZATION

small circle a Ro 1

big circle ra R_o 1

j eq. area circle a_q Ro 1

Table I: Geometrical and normalization factors used for shape comparison

)
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Figures "

FIG. ;. Phase space diagram showing the two similarly shaped trapped re-

gions labeled as suL'lomains a and b.

FIG. 2. Poloidal projection of a bean shaped flux surface showing the differ-

ent major and horizontal minor radii of the two subdomains.

FIG. 3. Indentation (triangles, left ordinate) and 0_ (circles, right ordinate)

as a function of rmla for a high-(/3,) PBX-M plasma.

FIG. 4. Schematic of various shape definitions used for the comparison.

FIG 5. Neoclassical factor, f,p_. 1/2u.' e, ,_ 2., as a func*_ion of midplane radius for

the four different cases.
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